
EFFECTIVE WAYS 
OF STUDYING

BEFORE EXAMS

PELLET-B EXAM
STUDY RESOURCES

GRAMMAR RESOURCES

Do sentence fragments, sentence
structure, and subject/verb
agreement on on the left side of
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl_exercis
es/sentence_structure/index.html
Grammar Worksheets:
https://owl.purdue.edu/search.html
?q=worksheets

1.

2.

 

Sites to improve grammar

VOCABULARY RESOURCES

Jim Burke's Academic List
http://www.vocabulary.com/lists/38
8513/practice
Vocabulary Tests - Focus on Levels
7th, 8th, and Freshman:
http://www.vocabtest.com/

1.

2.

Sites to improve vocabulary

READING RESOURCES

http://college.cengage.com/devengl
ish/resources/reading_ace/students
/index.html
https://www.testprepreview.com/m
odules/readingmainidea.htm
 http://college.cengage.com/master
student/series/becoming_a_master
_student/12e/resources/read_comp
rehension.html

1.

2.

3.

Sites to improve reading 

CLOZE RESOURCES

https://www.flo-
joe.co.uk/fce/students/tests/tsindex
.htm
https://www.edudose.com/english/
cloze-tests-questions-answers/
https://www.esl-
lounge.com/student/advanced-
open-cloze.php (thirteen tests)
https://www.english-
grammar.at/online_exercises/open-
cloze/open-cloze-index.htm

1.

2.

3.

4.

Sites to improve cloze 

SPELLING RESOURCES

http://www.esldesk.com/spelling
 http://www.esldesk.com/spelling/m
isspelled-words
http://www.esldesk.com/spelling/ac
ademic (Lists #1-10)

1.
2.

3.

4. Spell Jam Game:
https://www.bigfishgames.com/games
/1571/merriamwebstersspe/

Sites to improve spelling

M i s s i n g
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TYPES OF VOCABULARY WORDS

attrition,

tenacious, frivolous,

incorrigible, incisive,

covert, augment,

attrition, antagonistic,

explicit, coerce,

convened, tedious,

nuance,

verbose, frivolous.

 

TYPES OF SPELLING WORDS

conscientious,

argument, awkward,

amateur, bias, surveillance,

persuade,

embarrasses, receive,

receipt, yield, seizure,

possession, jewelry, familiar,

deterrent.

 
1.

You have to take the time to do this. Even if you can get a few more
words correct on the cloze test, it will make a huge difference in your

score.
a.

Go to https://leb.fbi.gov/articles/featured-articles
b.

Select any of the featured articles you see listed on that page. There are
about 175 articles to choose from.

c.
Open the article and select the first three paragraphs.

d.
Copy the three paragraphs and paste them into your word processor.

e.
Starting at the first sentence, delete every 7th word. Make sure you put

the correct number of spaces for the word you delete.
f.

Once you reach the point in the article where you have deleted your
40th word, you can stop. POST only deletes 40 words on the cloze test.

g.
Realize that you will sometimes delete words that are too hard, too
uncommon, or someone's name. POST will not expect you to know
personal names. In all of these cases, you can skip those words and

delete the next word.
Note-

Do not copy, email, distribute, sell, giveaway, etc. any of the cloze tests
you make. For copyright law, use your cloze tests for your studying only.

How to Make a Cloze Test
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a. Felipe's t-score 65.30 (up from 48)
b. Daniel's t-score 67.10 
c. Bruce's t-score 50.70
e. Ricardo's t-score 57.30 (up from 47.70)
f. Martin's t-score 52.0
g. Frank's t-score 51.50 (we laughed
about this)
h. Samuel's t-score 65.6
i. Richard's t-score 60.60
j.  John's t-score 66.10
k. Oscar's t-score 52.6 (up from 33)
l. Albert's t-score 64 (up from 22!)

T-Score Success -There are hundreds!
a. Access to a professor who answers
your questions
b. 24/7 access to the course with no
expiration
c. Videos explaining key concepts on the
exam
d. Analysis of your strengths and
weaknesses
e. T-scores given on all practice PELLET-B
tests taken in the course
f. Private Facebook group to support
students throughout the hiring process

Online Course Features

Take the Pass the POST Test  Onl ine  Course

 

SIGN UP at https://policetesttutors.com/online-course/ or CALL 559.287.5182 

https://policetesttutors.com/online-course/


1.
Repetition GOOD: "The coach told the athlete to meet him 

(the coach) after the athlete's last game."
Vagueness BAD: "Vanessa told the police officer that she needed
to pick up her gun." Whose gun? Vanessa's or the police officer's?

2.
More than one interpretation BAD: "The cabinet that Detective

Haynes opened quickly closed." There are two interpretations to
this sentence. Did the cabinet quickly open, or did it close quickly?

 If you have to ask which one, it's the wrong answer on the test.
 

3.
Semi-colon my friend!

"Jeffrey quit smoking recently; he had high blood pressure."
A semi-colon joins two complete sentences together that have a

relationship to each other.
4.

Fragment BAD: "While you were away at the coast."
What happened while you were away at the coast? If you have to

ask WHO or WHAT, it is a fragment sentence.
5.

Comma splice BAD: "The movie was sad, I cried."
Two complete sentences cannot be joined by a comma by itself.

6.
Comma needs a HOMEBOY - HOMEBOYS are FANBOYS:

"The movie was sad, so I cried."
7.

FANBOYS are the 7 connecting words that can join two complete
sentences together with a comma: 

For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So.
8.

Good morning, thank you finds a fragment.
"Good morning. Because I like you. Thank you."

This is a fragment and a fragment is bad!
A complete sentence is good! "Good morning. Because I like you,

I'll give you $100 dollars. Thank you!
This is a full sentence (subject + verb + a complete thought).

 
9.

Pronouns must clearly point to someone, something, or
people/things specifically.

They can't be vague in that the sentence can be interpreted more
than one way, e.g.

"Mary told the secretary that she needed to file the papers" is
vague because we don't know which "she" (Mary or the secretary

who is possibly female) has to file the papers.
 

10.
Pronouns must also agree with their nouns such as singular

pronouns need a singular subject and plural pronouns need a
plural subject. For example, "Someone left their glasses" is not

grammatical because "someone" is a singular subject and "their" is
a plural pronoun.

We have to say, "Someone left his or her glasses."
The same goes for a plural subject.

We can't say, "John and Bill left his suitcase." We would say, "John
and Bill left their suitcase."
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Remember Our 3rd Grade Tips 

Watch a prerecorded Pass the POST webinar
taught by Stevie Daniels at the link below.

https://zoom.us/recording/share/DEKoiUh-
qgLCUc5B1dHdnCWPP8fh6zHfOIPTCnyN46KwIumekTziMw

 
 

https://zoom.us/recording/share/DEKoiUh-qgLCUc5B1dHdnCWPP8fh6zHfOIPTCnyN46KwIumekTziMw

